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OMNI Resource Management, Inc. Acquires  

Mainstream Communication Systems Inc. 

 
Acquisition broadens OMNI’s growth in telecommunications  

 
Braintree, MA. OMNI Resource Management, a regional leader in diversified facilities services, 
has acquired Mainstream Communication Systems Inc, a Massachusetts telecommunications 
contractor. 

The acquisition of Mainstream is strategic part of OMNI’s expansion and growth in the 
telecommunications industry. Founded by Robert Tracey over twenty years ago, Mainstream 
specializes in voice & data communications, structured cabling, paging systems and sound 
masking systems.   

“We are thrilled to bring Mainstream into the OMNI family. Their reputation for high quality work 
and exceptional service aligns with our guiding principles and how we support our clients. We 
look forward to continuing to deliver high-level service and innovative technology solutions to 
Mainstream clients,” said Chris Pratt, CEO of OMNI.  

Mainstream Communication Systems integrates with OMNI’s electronic security division, 
Security Concepts. Building off their team’s expertise as a systems contractor and security 
integrator, Mainstream will help expand and strengthen OMNI’s offering.  

The addition of Mainstream will allow OMNI to offer clients a full range of telecommunications 
services including, structured cabling, audio visual, networking, fiber optic cabling, and wireless 
solutions.  

“Partnering with OMNI was a natural next step to enhance our capabilities and continue 
growing. We share a deep commitment to our clients and our long-standing relationship has led 
to this next exciting chapter for Mainstream,” said Robert Tracey, owner of Mainstream.   

The new specialized division of OMNI will be known as Mainstream Technology & 
Communications.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

About OMNI Resource Management 

OMNI Resource Management is a regional leader in diversified facilities services, with 
specialties in electronic security, network technology, and facilities operations & maintenance.  

About Mainstream Communication Systems 

Mainstream Communication Systems is a telecommunication contractor with over two decades 
of experience in voice & data communications and business phone systems.  
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